
JOAQUÍN ARDAIZ
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME JOAQUÍN MATÍAS

DATE OF BIRTH 11/01/1999

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB LUGANO FC

POSITION

HEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

FORWARD

1,84CM

LEFT FOOTED

LAST NAME ARDAIZ DE LOS SANTOS



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS

NATIONAL TEAM
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19%

STATS IN SWITZERLAND

70% 51% 68%

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
Successful

Long passes /
accurate

58% 50% 81%

Passes to final
third / accurate

Aerial duels /
won

Recoveries /
opp. half

2020/21 2020/21 2020/21

2020/21 2020/21 2020/21



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

FINISHING

He has great finishing ability. He is
capable of making an one-touch
finishing or creating space himself
to score. He receives and turns
well in the box. Also, his
positioning allows him to receive
with advantage. 

INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUE

He shows good technical skills
when controlling and driving in
individual duels. He drives the ball
correctly to make cuts and get
away from the marker. 

ASSOCIATING WITH MIDFIELDERS

He frequently drops back to
associate with defensive
midfielders. He understands his
role to generate play. It is quite
interesting how he goes back to
associate and show up into space. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

OFF THE BALL GAME

One of his main skills is waiting
until he sees a gap. He moves
around without the ball to support
his teammates and then attack in
behind the rival's defensive line. 

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE

He has a great shooting technique
to score goals. He usually makes
mid-range shots. His long passes
are straight and accurate. Turning
around and then shooting the ball
are some football tools he always
uses. 

BIOTYPE

He is strong. Even though he has a
good positing technique, he
frequently makes passes from one
or two touches to play easier and
dynamically. If the play needs it, he
is able to cover the ball and
protect it through his left leg. 



SOCIAL MEDIA

@JOAQUINARDAIZOFFICIAL

https://www.instagram.com/cristiansouzaa10/

